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Leaving Florence
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Students depart from international program two months
earlier than planned amid coronavirus concerns
ELLIE SCOTT
pr/marketing
On Wednesday afternoon, the International
Programs (IP) office announced the Harding
University in Florence (HUF) campus would
be shut down for the remainder of the semester
following the spread of the coronavirus in
northern Italy, which has been closely monitored
by the Harding Department of Public Safety
and the IP office over the last week.
“After much deliberation, a decision was
made this morning to close the campus in
Florence for the remainder of the spring
semester,” said Executive Director of IP Audra
Pleasant. “We had already taken several just
preventative actions earlier, before today, to
just make sure our students there had all the
information available to them regarding best
practices for avoiding the transmission of any
illness — you know, the flu or anything not
necessarily related to coronavirus. That has
been of course in our minds at a heightened
level in recent days.”
As of Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 26, over
400 cases of coronavirus have been reported

through northern Italy, though there are
currently no confirmed cases in Florence.
Pleasant said no HUF students were infected
with the virus.
“At this time, the decision was not made out
of a direct impact to any Harding University
Florence student, faculty member or personnel,”
Pleasant said. “It was only based on circumstances
relating to areas nearby but not there.”
IP made the decision Wednesday morning
to end the trip two months before its intended
completion date, April 26. The campus is
expected to be completely shut down by Friday,
Feb. 29, with students well on their way home
by that time.
Kim Kirkman, executive director of the
American Studies Institute, is the mother of
sophomore HUF student Everett Kirkman.
She said she is feeling a mixture of emotions
with Wednesday’s announcement.
“I am very disappointed for the students
and the faculty on the trip,” Kirkman said. “It’s
an adventure of a lifetime, and it’s getting cut
short — too short. But you know, I appreciate
that we are trying to keep our students safe.”
HUF Director Robbie Shackelford told HUF

students Wednesday evening in Florence that
the trip would be ending early. Pleasant also sent
out an email to HUF students regarding travel
home and financial compensation. Sophomore
HUF student Ellie Shelton said the students
sat in shock after hearing the news.
“We all put in so much work, money and
preparation to be able to have this experience,
and we only got three weeks before the executive
decision for us to go back to the States was
made for us,” Shelton said. “A lot of people
here are angry and upset with the decision.
Personally, I can’t believe that the students
themselves had no say in the situation.”
HUF students will be able to complete their
remaining coursework online after returning
to the States; full credits will be received.
Students were also informed that they would
be receiving a refund on all unused room and
board fees and travel charges. No official dollar
amount has been set yet.
“We are working with Harding to calculate
the most fair and generous thing possible,”
Pleasant said. “So as much as we are able to
refund, we will. We want to be fair to the
students, and we know this is very disappointing

to them, and we want to try to do as much as
we can financially to make up for that.”
This is the first time a fall or spring international
program has been sent home early. In summer
2005, a College of Business Administration
trip to England ended prematurely due to
bombings in London.
“No one is eager to send students home
when this is something they’ve been looking
forward to and saving for, and so it’s definitely
not a decision that was made lightly,” Pleasant
said. “I’m just thankful for the patience and
support that everyone has shown. I know that
there’s a lot of disappointment right now. We
feel disappointed too, but everyone has just
been so lovely.”
Pleasant said it is too early to make a decision
regarding other international programs. IP had
already made the decision to cancel the India
portion of the fall 2020 Harding University in
Australasia (HUA) trip earlier this year due
to other reasons. No other changes have been
planned for HUA yet. Both Harding University
international campuses in Latin America and
Greece are presently being monitored with no
current plans for cancellation.

Multiple dorms prepare for changes coming fall 2020
ERIC JOHNSON
student writer
On Feb. 27, President Bruce McLarty
announced a series of campus housing updates
beginning fall 2020: Kendall Hall will no
longer be an option for women’s housing and
Cone Hall will be reclassified as a privileged
men’s housing option. Whereas the details for
reclassifying Cone Hall are more set in stone
and straightforward, the future regarding
Kendall Hall is less certain.

Cone and Village
An email sent to the student body after
McLarty’s announcement read that Cone
Hall will replace the Village Apartments as
being the sole option at Harding for men’s
privileged housing. Privileged housing is an
option for eligible upperclassmen that offers
no enforced curfew and no required meal plan.
McLarty said this change was an effort to
better accommodate student needs.
“Harding men have indicated that they
want to live on campus, and they want to
live closer to the heart of campus,” McLarty
said. “A lot of people love Village, but a lot of
Harding men want to live on campus, and so
it was a way for us to take the upperclassmen
who qualify for privileged housing and greatly
increase that opportunity for them.”
McLarty said a shortage of men take
advantage of privileged housing at Village,
speaking to many students’ desire to stay close
to campus. McLarty said that in previous
years, as many as 150 men who qualified for
privileged housing chose instead to stay in
dorms closer to campus.
Dean Zach Neal said Cone Hall began
as a privileged housing option when it was
built in 2000, contending Cone is returning
to its original intended purpose.
“They get to take advantage of both worlds
of privileged housing, while still maintaining
easy accessibility to campus,” Neal said. “I
do think a number of students will take

advantage of that opportunity.”
Junior Ellis Rampy, a Village resident,
said he is confused and frustrated about the
change in privileged housing. Content with
his housing situation in Village, Rampy
pointed out that many who do not meet the
off-campus living requirements are effectively
being forced out of Village.
“This is especially aggravating considering
the quality and amount of privileged housing
for women,” Rampy said.
Some of the people most affected by this
change are the Residence Life Coordinators
(RLC) for Cone and Village. Retha Robinson,
RLC for Village, will be moving to Cone.
“I love my job with student life and have
really enjoyed living at Harding Village
the past two years and working with the
awesome guys who live here,” Robinson said.
“Hopefully we can all keep open minds and
be supportive of these changes.”
The RLC at Cone, Amanda Colón, said
she and her family will be moving out of
Cone and are unsure where they will be
living next semester.

Kendall

On the other side of campus, more changes
were announced. Kendall Hall will not be a
housing option for women in the upcoming
academic year. As of Feb. 27, specific plans
for Kendall’s future purpose are undecided.
McLarty said the tentative plan is to make
the first floor of Kendall a common area for
student recreation and the second and third
floors classroom space. McLarty indicated
multiple steps to this transition, the next
step being the presentation of the plan at
the board of trustees meeting in May. After
board approval, the project fundraising and
construction can commence.
Neal said several departments have been
looking for additional space on campus,
prompting Kendall’s transformation. He said
Kendall was for the project due to its prime
location on campus and the fact that it was
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up for routine renovations.
Neal said Kendall might become the new
home for the departments currently housed
in the Ganus building.
Since Kendall has been a popular residence
hall, especially for sophomore women, many
women said they are sad to see Kendall
removed as a housing option. Sophomore
Callie Crabb, a resident in Kendall found a
way to see a potential bright side to the change.
“With a dorm gone, the other dorms will
be full, so that could be nice to have more
people together.” Crabb said.
Kendall’s RLC, Jana Willis, will say
goodbye to Kendall after nine years of
residence and will move to Cathcart Hall
with her family. Willis, like Crabb, said she
is sad to see the Kendall tenure as a women’s
dorm ending, but understands the reasoning
behind the decision and is excited about the
new opportunities it presents.
“Kendall Hall has been a beloved home
for so many.” Willis said. “I have girls come
back to visit all the time, so I think most
are just sad to see it go. The building has
needed some repairs for some time, so this
project will allow those repairs to be made
and provide a new facility for other much
needed departments on campus.”

Freshman Claire Cunningham and
sophomore Grace Kenton sit with
friends in Kendall Hall lobby. Students
learned last week Kendall would not
be used for housing in fall 2020.

Campus reacts to chapel
change announcement
EMILY NICKS
editor-in-chief

Beginning fall 2020, students will all
attend one chapel service daily at 9 a.m.
President Bruce McLarty announced the
plans in chapel Feb. 19, shortly followed
by a campuswide email.
In both the announcement and email,
McLarty said part of the reason this change
will take place is because of the smaller
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freshman classes over the last three years.
This came days after a different campuswide
email from the office of the president stated
that all key enrollment indicators were up
for fall 2020. The perceived contradiction
left some students feeling confused.
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Students host charity concert
for Sparrow’s Promise
SELBY BAILEY
student writer
Seniors Braden Snyder and Michael
Krupka will host a charity event they are
calling Free Coffee Co. tomorrow at 2 p.m.
in the First Lady’s Garden to raise money for
local charity Sparrow’s Promise. There will
be free coffee and a free concert performed
by junior Austin Varner and senior Jay
Bogardus.
They are raising money to help support the
building of a new playground for Sparrow’s
Promise — a charity to help foster children
find healthy homes. Representatives from the
nonprofit wil lattend the leap day event and
accept donations to go toward their remaining
$10,000 goal to complete the project.
“It’s an awesome organization,” Snyder
said. “We’re trying to raise as much money
as we possibly can.”
The event started as a small idea one
night when Snyder and Krupka started
talking about the idea of opening a small
coffee shop for their friends to celebrate the
holiday that comes once every four years.
“All of a sudden, this idea of giving away
free stuff kind of popped in our heads,”
Snyder said. “Then we were like, ‘What if we
made it bigger and got a charity involved?’”

Snyder and Krupka met with assistant
professor of Bible Dr. Andrew Baker about
which charity to involve and decided on
Sparrow’s Promise. Snyder and Krupka then
contacted RoZark Hills Coffee Roasterie to
ask if they would consider donating coffee
for the event.
The company donated a $50 bag of espresso
blend, which will be used to make black
coffee, iced coffee, hot and iced lattes, and
more. The two roommates will be hard at
work using their personal espresso makers
and serving coffee until supplies run out.
“I’m pretty convinced they’re going to
make a lot of money,” Varner said.
Bogardus and Varner will play live music
at the coffee shop, which will be great for
a study break to relax, enjoy music, hang
out with friends and support a great cause.
“I’m really excited to see how the community
responds to the event,” Bogardus said. “I’m
glad Braden and Michael are doing something
to bless others and that Sparrow’s Promise
is getting the help that they deserve.”
If you’re interested in helping with the
event, contact Braden Snyder at bsnyder2@
harding.edu.
“If you think you have a good idea and
God is putting it on your heart, run with it
and see where it goes, because you can’t fail
when you’re working for him,” Snyder said.

Charity concert event details
coffee and live music performed
WHAT: Free
by Jay Bogardus and Austin Varner
WHEN: Saturday, Feb. 29 @ 2 p.m.
First Lady’s Garden and
:
WHERE outdoor classroom
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CHAPEL (cont. from 1A)
McLarty said he understands the
confusion, because there is a difference
in looking at the size of an incoming
freshman class and the size of the total
student body.
“When you have one year of low
enrollment in a freshman class, that class
being down that much is going to go through
the next four years,” McLarty said. “And
so even if this year the freshman class is
at an all time record, total enrollment
will be down because of your previous
three years.”
Sophomore Lydia Boverie said she
did not think all students viewed the
announcement with a positive outlook.
“I just have seen that a lot of people don’t
really like the change, especially people
who have never had to have 9:00 chapel
are really struggling with it,” Boverie said.
Junior Haylie Douglas, who is currently
studying at Harding University in Greece,
said hearing about changes being made back
in the States was an interesting experience.
“I think of all the changes that are
happening or are potentially happening,
this will be just another one to add to
the list,” Douglas said. “It will definitely
be shocking at first to go from a chapel
of 30 students to a chapel of the entire
student body.”
The official announcement came right
on the heels of other planned changes for
the fall, including the re-evaluation of dorm
classifications and closing of Kendall Hall.
McLarty said the announcements falling
back-to-back was a necessity.
“I regret that the amount of change
happened or was announced almost all
at one time,” McLarty said. “And yet it’s
because you all need to know before you
sign up for classes. You all need to know
before you sign up for housing for next year.”
Harding transitioned to two chapels in
both semesters for the first time in 2013.

Beginning in 2005, the school had two
chapels only in the fall semester. According
to McLarty, with the decision announced
Feb. 19, administrators wanted to keep it
consistent between semesters, whatever
they chose to do.
Both McLarty and Director of Public
Safety Craig Russell said the parking lot is
one of the effects of a single chapel service
students will be least prepared for.
“I will say probably the biggest challenge
from the student perspective will be
parking,” Russell said. “It will require
probably a lot of students, especially who
are commuting onto campus, to come
earlier, because you’re probably going
to have to park further away and walk a
little further.”
Russell also reassured any students who
may be wondering about security changes
to having a full Benson Auditorium every
day for chapel.
“Security during chapel has and will
continue to be a very high priority for
us,” Russell said. “Our officers actually
train in the Benson Auditorium pretty
frequently … It’s something that we’re
familiar with. We’ve done this before.
We feel very confident in our ability to
be able to provide a safe environment
there in chapel.”
Like Russell pointed out, McLarty said
this is not new to Harding as a school,
although it feels like a big change to the
current student body. He encouraged
next year’s returning students to embrace
the change.
“As is true with most things in life,
things that can be a challenge or could
be a problem also hold within them an
opportunity,” McLarty said. “And I think
that’s the question for this. It’s going to
require some adjustment, but where are
the opportunities in this change?”

Harding in Focus
Harding hosts 29 presidential receptions by broadcasting live
MADISON SCOTT
student writer
Harding hosted 29 presidential receptions
throughout the country to watch Harding in
Focus broadcast live from Searcy, Dallas and
Nashville on Feb. 24. The event was produced
by students through HU16. Individuals
tuned in from around the world, including
the U.S., Netherlands, Portugal, Qatar,
Greece, Austria, Peru, Bahamas and Israel.
At least 776 specif ic locations were
reported as tuning into the event, with some
receptions hosting more than 50 people. It
is near impossible to know the total number
of people who witnessed Harding in Focus,
but the number is higher than any other
traditional Harding presidential reception.
The event’s purpose was to give people
around the country and world a live glimpse
of what life at Harding is like. Musical
performances, scholarship giveaways and
discussions about international programs
were just a few of the segments that aired.
“The goal is to get as many gathered who
believe in the mission of Christian education
at Harding and find ways to get more people
to come and experience it,” Vice President
for Alumni and Parent Relations Liz Howell
said. “We believe this is a great new tool to
start looking and thinking outside the box.”
The idea was originally pitched in October
by board of trustees member Lundy Neely.
A team of people from Searcy and across the
country helped bring the idea to fruition.

Junior Morgan Richardson, head producer
for HU16, said she came up with the concept
of having a talk-show style program and
later pitched the idea to the rest of the team.
“The students and professors that put any
amount of work into it were super proud,”
Richardson said. “It showed me how much
I love producing and being creative. After
this project, I feel like I can do anything.”
Juniors Abigail Rezentes, Jillian Jarvis
and Jackson Duncan, and senior Grant
Clemens served as field reporters and assistant
producers for the event at select locations in
Dallas and Nashville. The students met with
prospective students at the watch parties,
shared about their Harding experiences and
helped answer any questions they had, while
broadcasting it to the public.
Duncan said the production had a lot of
moving pieces and was highly ambitious, as
it had never been done before, especially
with student leadership and production.
“[I think] this could be one of the best
media productions Harding has ever done,
and so to have my name among those working
on this show is an honor,” Duncan said.
During the event, five registered high
school students were randomly selected to
receive $2,020 in scholarships, which were
announced live on air. An additional 20
students tuned in were randomly selected
to receive $1,000 in scholarships by email
notification.
Howell said taking the receptions in a
new direction required a lot of planning and
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HU16 staff members watch each livestream on Feb. 24. Harding in Focus
hosted 29 presidential receptions across the country.
thought. She was especially impressed by
the work done by the students who helped
make it all come together.
“I was in the middle of the behind the
scenes and couldn’t stop smiling and beaming
with pride,” Howell said. “I give them the
highest rating for pulling off a difficult task.”
According to Howell, Harding regularly
hosts presidential receptions in various cities
throughout the country, where a group of

students, faculty members and President
Bruce McClarty go to spend an evening with
prospective students in the geographic area.
Harding in Focus was the first reception
in which participants hundreds of miles
away could virtually attend the same event
simultaneously.

Governor’s Cup finalists file
for patent on hDrop device
KAITLYN FRANCOIS
student writer

Photo courtesy of CHRISTIAN MENDEZ

H a rd i n g Un iv er sit y
engineering students on a
Arkansas Governor’s Cup
Collegiate Business Plan
Competition team developed
the hDrop, a wea rable
hydration monitor, and
recently applied for a patent.
Senior Patrick Cash, a
member of the team, said
hDrop received a provisional
patent in August 2019, and
now the team is working toward
receiving a full patent by July
2020. A provisional patent only
lasts one year, while a full patent
will give the team full rights to the
product for a lifetime. Cash described a
situation where the patent could be used: It
would enable the team to meet with Apple,

present the product and then sell the product
to them because it has their full patent.
However, if hDrop did not have the full
patent, Apple would be allowed to sell the
same exact device without having to give
credit or money to hDrop.
“The patent will protect our invention,”
Cash said. “It gives us exclusive rights to
this specific technology,”.
The hDrop device is a wearable contact
electrolyte sensor that was developed by
a senior engineering design team led by
Adria Abella. To create this device, business
and engineering students came together
as a team to take on the Governer’s Cup
competition, where they had the chance to
win $25,000. Since being named finalists
in the Governor’s Cup competition, hDrop
was accepted into the Delta I-Fund business
accelerator, received VentureWell’s E-Team
Grant Stage 1 and obtained $50,000 through
an innovation partnership with Iberia Bank
to fund continued product development.

Senior Christian Mendez said he knows
the importance of keeping the business
financially stable so that they can continue
to build their product and make it more
successful.
“This is a good start so that we can
build money so we can do more research
so that we can get a more exact algorithm,”
Mendez said.
Mendez explained that with the new
partnership with Iberia Bank, the hDrop
team was able to hire a recent Harding
graduate, Michael Cruz, to help create an
interface for it in hopes of making it more
watch-like.
Business team sponsor Dr. Kenneth
Olree said he was happy to sponsor the team
and support them as they create innovative
technology.
“This is an exciting technology,” Olree said.
“Tremendous advantage will go to athletes
competing at their optimal hydration levels.”
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Little
but loud
Kinsey Stubblefield
Opinions Editor

Time to put
down our
phones

About the series: “Dialogue on Diversity” invites people of color in Harding’s community to share
thoughts and experiences on how race has impacted their lives.

I’m always reminded
Isaac Davis

Guest Writer

S

ometimes, I overdress in casual
settings, but eventually, I forget that
I overdressed. The thing about overdressing
and forgetting is that there is always someone
who will say something or perhaps look at
you a certain way that reminds you of what
you may have forgotten: There is a clothing
standard that is unspoken. Everyone knows
you do not fit the standard, so they will
remind you, leaving you overdressed —
adorned in something beautiful, yet still
feeling naked. I am always reminded. My
experience as a Black student at Harding
has been another one of those reminders.
Meeting new people is normally fun for
me because I love people. What I do not
always love is when they open a conversation
by asking me what rap artists I listen to
before asking me where I am from or if I
listen to rap or what type of music I enjoy.
I am reminded.
I have noticed that it is not rare for me
to be the only person of color in a class,

Chantel Ceaser

Student Writer

M

y hair has always been a huge part
of my identity. However, growing
up in a community where a lot of people
didn’t look like me, it was the part of me
that I hated the most. I never had anyone
on TV — besides The Proud Family — that
seemed to have hair like mine. If you saw
a black woman depicted in the media, her
hair would either be straight, or she would
have a sew-in (weave), where her hair was
in curls or waves — something my hair
could never do.
I always wanted to see someone who
looked like me, whose hair was a huge afro
with tight curls all over the place and hard
to tame. I wanted a show exemplifying how
hard it is to fix hair like mine every day —
the emotional and physical battle I had to go
through to look put together. But sadly for

Finding
Harding’s
Place
Peri Greene
Beat Reporter

C

ommunity is a miracle. We do not
always see it as such because of the
hurt, pain and anger it stirs in us. But still,
community is nothing short of a miracle.
The thousands of different schedules,
interests, cultures, neighborhoods, apartment
buildings, smiles, tears and frowns that all
intertwine to create this thing we have labeled
“community” gives life so much meaning
while simultaneously refining its members
through the raw, natural way it exists.
Some of us are scared of community because
it requires a lot more than we are prepared
to give and take. Scared or open-armed to
the idea, it comes for us all. Engaged with it

staff Emily Nicks

Minority students at Harding are often
reminded of their differences.

affirmed and fulfilled by our community. The
miracle continues to unfold when there are
so many days that we get disappointed, torn
down and emptied, but we continue to show
up. It continues to become even more of a
miracle in a climate that says to run from
or completely discredit those who have left
you feeling hurt, and you don’t.
As you think about the complexities of
this miracle, I also invite you to think about
why you have chosen, or not chosen to engage
with the miracle itself.
PERI GREENE is the beat reporter
for The Bison. She may be contacted
at pgreene@harding.edu.

KINSEY STUBBLEFIELD is the opinions
editor for The Bison. She may be
contacted at kstubblefield@harding.edu.
Twitter: @kinseystubbs

anyone else. Though I have heard some ugly
things while here, they are rare. Harding
is, overall, a loving community that reflects
Jesus very well.
As a Christian man, I am in love with
the way God uses Harding to provide an
environment full of people who love Jesus
and are doing their best to be more like
Him. My life is changed for the better for
having been here.
But as a Black Christian man, I often
feel like a guy who came overdressed to a
casual event and forgot he was overdressed.
There is some standard that is unspoken
that I know I break with my very presence,
and I do not have to wait long before I
am reminded. Although I am adorned by
God with something beautiful, I am left
feeling naked.

me, growing up, that kind of show, movie
or cartoon wasn’t around.
When the short film “Hair Love” came
out, I cried while watching it. It showed a
little girl waking up with a bonnet on, with
a head of hair that was full of thick curls in
all different directions. She watched a vlog
on how to fix her hair, and when it was hard,
she leaned on her dad to help her. I’ve never
seen anything like this short film before —
where the viewers see the struggle of trying
to do black girls’ hair, and also seeing the
beauty in the natural crown on top of our
heads. So, when “Hair Love” won the Oscar
for “Best Short Film This Year,” I was over
the moon excited because it celebrates the
fight for diversity in short films. This short
film made me love how versatile my hair is
and how creative God was in creating the
type of texture black people have.
I’m not writing this article to say that
black people’s hair is the best, or we are

the only ones who struggle with our hair,
because I know everyone has a hair story
and has a few break downs when it comes
to their hair. I write this for the little girl or
boy who is comparing themself to Sally or
Joe, who has silky straight hair that seems
to be so easy to manage and is glorified by
people. I want to remind them that the hair
on their own head is their crown and is so
beautiful.
You don’t need to compare yourself or
beat yourself up because you have to put
grease in your hair or because your hair
smells like cocoa butter. Instead, celebrate
and love those things because it makes you
who you are.

ISAAC DAVIS is a guest writer for
The Bison. He may be contacted
at idavis@harding.edu.
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CHANTEL CEASER is a student writer
for The Bison. She may be contacted
at cceaser@harding.edu.

Community creates
miracles
or not, we are all in a community. Both our
love of it and hurt by it contributes to most
of our daily highs and lows. When we lose a
piece of it, or when it is threatened, we gather
just how deeply it affects our lives. When we
gain a piece of community, we cannot help
but wonder how we functioned without it.
These lives that we live are becoming more
complex by the day. In my 20 years, I have
observed something pretty confusing –– the
older we get the more we recognize people’s
unpredictability while giving ourselves over
to the idea that we need other people to
make it through life. As we grow older we
simultaneously lose trust and gain it.
We put oursel ves in positions of
vulnerability as we expect to be encouraged,

L

ately, I feel that I have been glued to
my phone — completely sucked in,
and it seems to be affecting my behaviors,
attitude and sleep. These last few weeks have
been filled with updates constantly. There
are tons of news topics coming out and
spreading like wildfire. Notifications pop
up on my phone endlessly from the variety
of news sources I follow.
Over the last few years, I have read studies
and articles about how the consumption
of news media has negative side effects
on day-to-day life. In 2017, The Guardian
ran an opinion piece about distorted news
media and its consequences, which made
me start to pay attention to what media I
was consuming. The conversations I have
feel surface-level and, at times, completely
pointless. Many of my friends discussed
how we stay on autopilot in conversations
when we are sitting on our phones instead of
actually listening. Immediately, those with
whom we are supposedly in conversation
will pause or stop speaking completely after
realizing we are haphazardly responding to
them. There are times, more than I would
like to admit, when I am a passive participant
in a conversation because I have my phone
in my hand.
This is a problem I was not thinking would
affect my life as much as it has. I began to
frustrate my friends and family with how
often I would be on my phone. Sometimes
in the middle of a conversation, I would pick
up my phone and unlock it, then set it back
down — it became an involuntary action, a
behavior I developed simply because I could
not help myself.
In the same vein, negativity about breaking
news — on a local, national or international
stage — has become a norm for me. My
first reaction to most news stories, at least
within the last couple of months, has been
anger or frustration. I cannot help but
think of the people being affected by these
announcements or news stories. Presidential
candidate debates, coronavirus outbreaks,
natural disasters, Harding news — the list
goes on. At times, my frustration is misplaced
or blinds my realization of where the real
issues are or even ways I can help. For my
well-being, and those around me, I know I
have to be more aware of how much media
I am consuming and when I am doing it.
Getting rid of these habits is a long process;
I am still in the middle of it. I have had to
limit how much time I am on my phone apps
that lock at a certain time. When I am with
a group of friends, I make sure my phone is
not on my person and on Do Not Disturb
mode. I do not receive notifications after 10
most nights if my phone is locked.
I am more conscious about the first media
I consume after I wake up — typically I will
open a text of a Bible verse from my mom
first. I make sure I do not scroll through
all the news notifications I missed through
the night or that morning. I have to remind
myself daily that being the opinions editor
does not mean I have to be up-to-date on
every news topic or constantly seeing what
the world is worried about.
You don’t have to live that way, either.
Memes will still be funny, news stories will
still hold weight and truth, TikToks will still
be waiting for you to watch. In a world that
tells us to not look away from our phones, I
encourage you to put it down. Look up and
be present in a conversation — I promise
there will be more gratification there than
from whatever your phone has to offer.

and this typically does not bother me
much, except for when the entire class
looks at me when certain topics come up.
I am reminded.
I enjoy having conversations with those
wiser than me, and I can remember multiple
instances in which I had the opportunity
to have casual conversations with faculty
members. I was so excited to speak about
God, philosophy, life or anything else
and learn from their experiences, but for
some reason, those conversations normally
turn, against my will, into me answering
questions about how I feel about diversity
or something related. Is there no other
conversation I could contribute to? I am
reminded.
These are small examples that I can fit in
a 500-word entry, but they reflect a bigger
picture. I have never in any stage of life
felt my Blackness as much as I have during
my experience as a student at Harding. I
am not saying that I feel attacked for my
race, because I do not, nor am I attacking
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Learning
to swim
Emily Nicks

Editor-in-Chief

Deans are
people too
T

here are two types of people
when it comes to inboxes: those
with no unread emails, and those with
thousands of months-old messages.
There is no in-between.
I happen to be a member of the latter
group. In my primary inbox, I currently
have 1,424 unread emails and a scary
amount of opened but undeleted messages.
My secondary account is close behind
with 1,149 new emails in the inbox.
When it comes down to it, emails can
be a lot, to say the least. I occasionally
get the urge to purge all unneeded
correspondances, but every time I start,
I get frustrated by all the seemingly
pointless messages. I usually give up
after the first couple hundred.
My guess is we can all relate to the
frustrations of unnecessary emails. From
coupons for a store you went to once
five years ago to random forwards to
the ever-dreaded “reply-all” — we all
prefer our emails to be intentional. It’s
how we want people to communicate
with us, and hopefully, it’s how you try
to communicate with others.
Last week, flyers began circulating
in physical form and via social media
encouraging students to email the deans
with their thoughts about changes to
Residence Life Coordinator placements.
Every dean’s email address was listed
with the plea for students to email them
every day until they listened.
My first reaction was one of surprise;
my second was one of sympathy. I knew
that all the deans were about to get
swamped with complaints.
Don’t get me wrong — we certainly
should talk to the deans about our
thoughts on campus life. The Office
of Student Life is primarily concerned
with — you guessed it — student life.
However, I fear that the way many
chose to communicate with the deans
was not only unproductive, but also
inconsiderate.
There’s a very basic principle that
is surprisingly easy for us students to
forget: Deans are people too. It may
seem like they are just rule enforcers,
Club Week regulators or names signed
on the end of official notices. But they
are people too.
Each dean has a job (and a challenging
one, at that) they try to do to the best
of their ability and with wisdom. The
deans also have other powers above
them; they have to answer to someone
higher up in the chain of command, just
like you and I do. The deans are valued
members of this community, and I fear
we don’t treat them as such.
Like I said earlier, I truly believe we
should go to the deans with our thoughts
regarding student life at Harding — the
good, bad and ugly. However, I think
we should go to them in a proper and
respectful way, just as we desire them
to do with us.
Requesting time to meet face to face
for an honest conversation with one of
the deans is a great place to start. The
administrative assistants in the Office
of Student Life will find an open time
for you ASAP. I know some of you
have done exactly this in the last couple
weeks, and I thank you for proceeding
in that manner. It is mature, thoughtful
and intentional.
Nonstop emails berating all of the
deans are less so. Stirring up conflict
and complaints with other students
without even contacting the deans is
even worse. We would be frustrated by
anyone treating us that way, so why do
we continue doing it?
Next time you feel concerned about
an aspect of student life, choose to be a
better communicator and, therefore, a
better force for change. Don’t simply be
another email inbox clutter contributor
— your opinions deserve better treatment
than that, and the deans certainly do too.
EMILY NICKS is the editor-in-chief
for The Bison. She may be contacted
at enicks@harding.edu.
Twitter: @emilyk_nicks

It’s not a privilege

Harding’s changes to Village and Cone
degrade men’s housing standards
Noah Turner

Student Writer

T

he Village Apartments are what men
have for their privileged housing now,
but next semester this will be moving to Cone
Hall, which was previously considered an
apartment-style men’s dorm. I moved into
Cone my sophomore year and immediately
took advantage of the cheapest meal plan
option I could because I enjoyed cooking in
the kitchen it has, and the savings on food
were substantial for me as a low income
student. Until now, Cone was designated as
having a “kitchenette,” therefore the cheapest
meal plan we could purchase, per semester,
was 40 swipes with some declining credit
balance (DCB). At the time, women’s dorm
Searcy Hall was regulated the same way,
and women in Searcy Hall had to buy that
meal plan or greater. Therefore, these dorms
were assigned as equivalent housing options
for men and women. Now, Cone is being
treated as privileged housing, even though
its smaller kitchen and living room lacks a
standard of living like Pryor and Shores,

where women are able to buy meal plans
with only DCB.
I spoke with administration about these
changes, and I learned that Cone was
originally built to be privileged housing
for men, so it is returning to its original
purpose. I also learned that the Village
Apartments were overflow for privileged,
which is no longer necessary with our now
smaller student body. The main problem
with these changes is the way it could affect
low income students and how this affects
many residents in Village. I would not have
been able to live in Cone my sophomore
year under the current requirements for
privileged housing. Men will no longer
have the opportunity to save money on their
meal plans until they qualify for privileged
housing or off-campus housing.
Many men are being moved out of
Village — which has a dishwasher, full-size
bathtub and shower, dining table and chairs,
and ceiling fans — into Cone, which has
none of these amenities. I argue that men
who currently live in Village should be
able to be grandfathered in to stay, either

by granting certain students off-campus
housing, specifically for Village, if they do
not already meet the qualifications.
Not every man in privileged housing has
the qualifications for off-campus housing
needed to stay in the Village Apartment
where they currently live, and they are
losing valuable features unique to Village
because they are not being allowed to stay.
A similar grandfathering program should be
granted to men who currently reside in Cone
but do not qualify for privileged housing,
especially because they will be forced into
a dorm with much more expensive meal
plan requirements. Degrading the housing
standards for these students is unkind and
does not help the student body experience.
We should expect a higher standard of
living. We came to this school expecting
a high standard of education and living,
and taking the latter away is a step in the
wrong direction.
NOAH TURNER is a student writer
for The Bison. He may be contacted
at nturner3@harding.edu.
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Checking off the KFC bucket list
Michael Claxton
Narrative Columnist

I

have a friend who has thick white
hair and a moustache and goatee
to match. Several years ago, he and his
wife took a vacation to London. During
the trip, they stopped at Kentucky Fried
Chicken. They had eaten plenty of the
local cuisine, but after a while, you can
only take so much fish and chips before
you have a hankering for something
healthy.
Anyway, the teenager behind the
counter took my friend’s order. While the
food was being boxed up, Dave decided
he’d have a little fun. He motioned to
the young man.
“You know who I am, don’t you?”
The employee did not, so my friend
slyly tilted his head toward the iconic
photo of KFC founder Colonel Sanders
on the wall.
Never mind that Harland Sanders
had been dead since 1980. The news
may not have made it all the way from
Louisville to London, and it certainly
hadn’t gotten to this impressionable
young chap. As my friend later told the
story, the teenager’s jaw dropped, and he
scurried to the kitchen to bring everyone
out to rub shoulders with chicken royalty.
Colonel Sanders left quite a legacy.
According to the comedian James Gregory,
Sanders is the man who made it socially
acceptable for a person to eat an entire
bucket of food. Yet in these days of Keto
diets, Paleo-mania, lemon detoxes and
other faddish ways to take the joy out of

your declining years, the 16-piece family
meal may be going out of fashion.
You might expect KFC to jump on
the bandwagon and introduce more
healthy options, but in fact, the Colonel
is doubling down. After a test run in 40
markets last fall, KFC released its latest
masterpiece nationwide this past Monday.
You can now order a chicken and donut
sandwich. That’s a fried patty between
two hot, glazed donuts.
The sandwich costs $5.49. For the
record, this new menu item contains
roughly 1,016 calories, slightly more if
you add pickles. A $7.99 basket version
is also available, with chicken tenders and
two donuts, and maybe a side of coleslaw.
A KFC spokesperson also pointed
out that “hot donuts can be added to
any meal.”
This company has pulled such publicity
stunts before. In 2014, teenagers nationwide
had the chance to give their prom dates
a flower corsage with a fried chicken leg
nestled inside. It was brilliant marketing.
I’m told that limo drivers all over the
country were charging passengers an
extra $5 to wipe grease off the car door
handles.
Fast forward to 2020 and behold the
KFC X Crocs Bucket Clogs. These are
leisure shoes in the fast-food chain’s
signature red and white, with a full-color
picture of fried chicken printed on the
uppers. You can also bling up your shoes
with a chicken-scented charm, which is
sold separately. The ad didn’t say if you
could choose original recipe or extra
crispy scent.

The slogan: “Make your dreams of
wearing a bucket of chicken come true.”
It is difficult to parody this sort of
thing. All I can do is point out that the
shoes are called clogs to designate the
specific style of Crocs, but the connotation
of the word is unfortunate.
It is also difficult to picture Harland
Sanders in his signature white suit, black
string tie and chicken-scented Crocs.
But I suppose even a Kentucky colonel
must change with the times.
On a classic episode of the ’80s sitcom
“Night Court,” Christine marries her
fiancé on a whim. Soon afterwards she
laments the rash mistake to her co-workers.
“I got married at an Italian restaurant,”
she groans. “What could be more idiotic?”
Her sarcastic friend, Dan, can’t resist. “A
chicken-and-waffle joint comes to mind.”
This was funny because no one had
ever heard of such a thing in those days.
Then Gladys Knight opened exactly
that kind of restaurant in Atlanta. Now
you can go to Big Mama’s Chicken and
Waffles in Dallas. IHOP also sells the
syrupy combo, and so does KFC.
And don’t forget, “Hot donuts can be
added to any meal.”
Last month, I finally got my Touché
Turtle push puppet. This month, I can
eat chicken, waffles and donuts for
dinner. If I ever get a phone call from
Luke Skywalker, everything I dreamed
of as an 8-year-old will have come true.
MICHAEL CLAXTON the narrative
columnist for The Bison. He may be
contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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please email Emily Nicks, the editor-in-chief, at enicks@harding.edu. “The Bison (USPS 577-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding
University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Bison, Harding University 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001.” BYLINE POLICY: The Bison
provides an opportunity for class writers to contribute work under the byline “guest writers.” Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers’ stories as they deem necessary,
while still identifying the work as the guest writers’ own.
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Holding onto No. 1
Encouraging
Enthusiasm
Todd Gray

Head Sports Editor

Capture
confidence

T

he static pulls my hair to the TV
screen as I watch Rocky in his
intense fight against Ivan Drago. My blood is
pumping, my face is sweating and my hands
are shaking because I see myself right there
with Rocky, cheering him on. Rocky wins
the match and spreads good vibes across
communist Russia, and I pull away from
the TV smiling. This was eight years ago
— my first time seeing “Rocky IV.”
The glow of the computer screen illuminates
my face as I watch Tyson Fury battling against
Deontay Wilder on YouTube the day after
the fight. This was a long awaited rematch
after a controversial tie Dec. 1, 2018, but
the fight was nothing like its predecessor.
Fury was determined not to let scorecards
be the deciding factor as he finished off
Wilder in the seventh round of the fight.
This was six days ago.
As I looked at the results from the first
Wilder vs. Fury f ight compared to the
rematch, I wondered why the results were
so different. How could something that was
so evenly contested turn into a landslide
victory? I think the answer is simple. It is a
difference of pride versus confidence.
While both fighters physically prepared
for the fight, their mentalities going into
the fight were very different. Both fighters
obviously had words for each other. Wilder
posted a video saying, “Listen, I’ve got to
keep it real. I know people always go back
to the old school or look at the new school,
and there’s no school where I’m not No. 1
on earth.”
Fury heard Wilder’s message, and reporters
asked him what he thought.
“I don’t know [whether I’d beat him],”
Fury said. “ I love the fact that he thinks
that, because that’s the way I would think
as well. He’s supposed to think that way, he
is the heavyweight champion of the world
and that’s something very special.”
Pride and confidence make a difference
not only inside the ring, but in our daily lives.
They determine things like the strength of
our relationships to our ability to accomplish
our goals. Though, I still struggle sometimes
with knowing the clear distinction between
pride and confidence.
When I was growing up, my parents
told me not to brag or boast because that
was a prideful thing to do. This made me
feel conflicted any time I wanted to share
something exciting with someone, such as
an accomplishment or an award. I wanted
so badly to share with people, but I was too
afraid of being seen as prideful.
I started to not really care about my
accomplishments as I got older, and my
parents would be upset when I didn’t tell
them about these things. After a long
talk with my parents, they explained that
sharing my accomplishments with others
isn’t prideful, but constantly talking about
your accomplishments and talents is. They
explained that they wanted to share in my
accomplishments and to encourage me
whenever I did well.
As I’ve gotten older, the distinction
between pride and confidence has become
clearer. Pride isn’t just the beating of your
chest and putting your name in lights, it’s
also the quiet idea that you are capable of
handling everything by yourself. Pride
leads to so many harmful things, such as
overbooking, false standards and constant
comparisons.
Confidence, on the other hand, is an
assurance and awareness of what you are
capable of. Confidence is the humility to
ask for help because you know your limits.
Confidence is trusting others and God to
accomplish the things you set out to do.
People are more attracted to those who
are conf ident because those people are
vulnerable and honest, and they know that
they are not the sole contributors to their
accomplishments.
A few days after the Wilder vs. Fury
rematch, Wilder announced another rematch
as he claimed the costume he wore into the
ring had made him fatigued. Pride was
Wilder’s downfall — don’t let it be yours.
T O D D G R AY i s h e a d s p o r t s
editor for The Bison. He may be
contacted at tgray3@harding.edu.
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(Left) Harding women’s coach Tim Kirby discusses the game plan against Southern Nazarene. (Right) Sophomore
guard Jordan Elder takes a shot against Southern Nazarene. The Bisons went on to win this game 52-43.

Harding women’s basketball ranked first in GAC standings
DARCY SANFORD
student writer
The Lady Bisons basketball team took
the number one spot in the Great American
Conference (GAC) and clinched a spot
in the GAC tournament set to begin
Thursday, March 5. With a record of 18-8
in conference games, they hold tightly to
their first place standing.
After losing their first two conference
games and having two unforeseen injuries
in the middle of the season, the Lady Bisons
had to fight for their chance to compete
in the GAC Tournament.
As players get ready for the tournament,
junior guard Carissa Caples said the team
had a change of heart after facing the
challenges they had, which included two
starter players who tore their ACLs and
are out for the season.
“Our team has faced a lot of adversity
this year, and I think ever since that really
hit us hard, we started looking at playing

basketball a little differently,” Caples said.
“It is a privilege.”
At the same time, she said the team
is focused on playing on each other’s
strengths and maximizing the different
talents they each bring to the court. Senior
guard Peyton Padgett said the team has
started to focus on themselves and how
each player can make the team better.
“Everybody knows what everybody
does well,” Padgett said. “So now all you
can do is just better yourself, and that will
better prepare you for other people — to
utilize everyone’s strengths.”
Assistant coach Weston Jameson said
as the team prepares for the tournament,
they are focusing on staying in the moment
and not letting themselves get caught up
in predictions.
“It gets really easy to look at where
everyone’s at in the standings and how
things could f inish up, so I think the
biggest thing is just staying in the moment,

taking it one day at a time and figuring
out, even in late February, how we can
improve,” Jameson said. “You can’t improve
necessarily in big ways, but just finding
little things that we can improve on every
day and trying to play our best basketball
at the end of the year.”
Jameson and Padgett both said there is
not much separation between the conference
teams this year. It is hard to tell who will
come out on top.
“Normally there’s one or two teams
that have fully separated themselves from
everybody else, and you can tell they’re
going to get first or second,” Padgett said.
“But this year there’s, like, I’d say five
teams that are in the running, and so it’s
way more competitive.”
As of now, the Lady Bisons are first in
the GAC, and have clinched a spot in the
GAC tournament. The GAC tournament
will be played March 5 at a location still
to be determined.

Harding golf teams preps for post-season
TODD GRAY
head sports editor
Harding’s men’s and women’s golf teams
started their seasons last September with
the men’s team placing third out of 18 at
the Southern Nazarene invitational and
the women’s team placing eighth out of 19.
Since then, the women have played in four
more invitationals, and the men have played
in five, last one being their second Southern
Nazarene invitational, where they ranked
fifth out of 10.
With several more invitations on the
horizon, men’s and women’s golf coach
Dustin Howell said he encourages the
teams to keep pushing forward and finding
new ways to grow for an opportunity at
getting into the postseason. Howell said
his confidence lies in the individual talents
of the teams themselves.
“I believe that we have really talented
players,” Howell said. “You have really
strong leaders like Gregor MacIntosh and
Bryle Alcorn who aren’t just great leaders
on the field but off of it.”
Howell said he believes both teams have
the potential to reach postseason, and the
only obstacle that may stand in their way
is the harsh weather conditions that come
with the spring season.
“Spring is a very long season,” Howell
said. “One day it could be raining, and
the next it could be super windy. It’s just a
matter of playing well in any condition that
we are put in.”
W hile weather is an obstacle, it is
something that both teams are well prepared
for. Junior Kiera Smith said she believes this
preparation is what seperates them from
their competition.
“Our girls practice in the cold and the rain,”
Smith said. “This really sets us apart from
other teams when the weather isn’t great at
tournaments because we are prepared for it.”
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Sophomore Jake Croshaw takes a swing at the Southern Nazarene invitational
Feb. 10-11. They placed fifth of 10 in the invitational.
Both teams look to advance to regionals,
which would put them into the postseason.
An even bigger goal is to compete nationally.
Junior Trevor Mellott said he has confidence
in both teams to accomplish this goal.
“I think getting into the regiona l
tournament is a good goal for our team,”
Mellott said. “But every one of us knows we
have the potential to compete for a national
championship.”
The men’s team looks to rank high
in their next invitational March 9-10 at
the Southern Arkansas invitational in El
Dorado. The women’s team looks to rank
high in their next invitational March 2-3, an
invitational that Harding will be hosting in
Cabot, Arkansas. Lauryn Davidson, women’s
golf graduate assistant, said she encourages
Harding students to attend.
“We have a home tournament coming up
on Monday and Tuesday in Cabot,” Davidson
said. “If anyone wanted to come out and
support, that would be super important. I
know that the girls would be pumped up
and really appreciate it.”
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Senior George MacIntosh takes a
swing at the Southern Nazarene
invitational Feb. 10-11. The team
now prepares for their next match
March 9-10.

THE ROAD TO REGIONALS - Upcoming golf invitations
Follow both Harding golf teams on their path to post-season.
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Bison
baseball
season
in full
swing

Players
Only
Briley Feringa

Senior Catcher

“Players Only” is a special column written
by Harding athletes. In this week’s issue: Lady
Bisons senior catcher Briley Feringa discusses
the softball season so far and what she is looking
forward to for the rest of her senior season.
Look up. Show up. Build up. These are
the three guiding statements for the Harding
softball team. We thank God for this sport
we play. We show up to practice and give it
our all. Finally, we build up from the previous
day and work to get better. It is important
to remember this, especially after a tough
weekend of games.
We began conference play last weekend
and lost four times to Southern Arkansas
in Magnolia. While it wasn’t the way we
wanted to start conference play, we learned
a lot about ourselves and where we need to
get better. Coach Phil Berry challenged us
to learn from those games but also to move
on and look forward to this next weekend
against East Central. With 40 conference
games to go, this past weekend does not
define how the rest of conference play or
our season will go. It’s only the beginning
of our journey.
One pitch at a time — that’s what Harding
softball is going to focus on for the rest of
the season. One pitch, one game, one series
at a time. We don’t want to get ahead of
ourselves. Coach Berry always stresses the
importance of focusing on the process rather
than the outcomes. It’s about doing things
the right way and giving ourselves the best
chance for success.
This group we have is so special and so
talented. We still have a lot of ball games
left to play, and we are going to enjoy every
moment that we get with each other. I’ve
even started to keep a journal to remember
the special moments that happen this season.
Harding softball will always hold a special
place in my heart. I have grown not only as a
player, but as a woman in Christ. I have my
teammates and coaches to thank for that.
As a senior, this season just means more
to me. We have five seniors: Katie Carney,
Lindsey Duncan, Aidan Nichols, Mary Mills
Lochala and me. Each of us has been playing
since we were about 6 years old. This has
been our life for the last 15 years, and we are
hoping to get all the way to a world series
and win a national title. For us, this is it.
This is our last time playing with this group
of girls that we have and with these coaches.
This is our last time to play a game that has
been a part of our lives for so long. It is so
bittersweet. Our identity has been rooted
in softball, and we have to start thinking
about what comes next. I have enjoyed my
time as a Bison, and I can’t wait to see how
the season unfolds.
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Junior pitcher Chris Witzke bats during a game against the Southern Arkansas University Muleriders Feb. 22.
The baseball team has had several wins over the last few weeks, including a win against ranked UAM.
MORGAN RICHARDSON
class writer
EMMA JONES
asst. sports editor
Harding’s baseball season is now in full
swing, and the Bisons have a few wins under
their belts. Head coach Patrick McGaha
said the team is expected to improve even
more over the course of this season.
“Hopefully we can play well all season,”
McGaha said. “But we got to stay focused.”
The team’s current overall standing
is 10-5, but they still have more than 30
games to prepare for before the conference
tournament in May.
The Bisons defeated the University of
Arkansas-Monticello (UAM) in their first
conference game Feb. 16 with a score of
5-0. UAM was ranked No. 24 at the time,
making it a big win.
“It was a good overall team effort, which
we really needed to finish the weekend off,”
freshman utility player Coulton Doyle said
about the series.

Junior pitcher Chris Witzke led the game
in hitting, scoring four of the five runs to
defeat UAM. Senior infielder Connor Kelly
followed close behind and scored the fifth run.
The Bisons faced off with Christian
Brothers University last week on Feb. 18,
coming out with a season high of 16 hits,
which ended in a 12-3 victory. Four Bison
pitchers struck out a total of 12 opposing
players without allowing a walk, and junior
Brendan Perrett, redshirt sophomore Cody
Smith and junior Caleb Stull each had three
RBIs during the game.
Harding baseball defeated Southern
Arkansas University (SAU) last Friday, Feb.
21, with a final score of 6-3. Breaking out in
the first inning with two runs, the Bisons
started off strong. The trend continued in the
third and fourth innings, with two more runs
in each. Kelly led with two runs, followed
by Smith with two more runs.
The next day, Feb. 22, Harding took
another win against SAU, pulling ahead
3-2 in the 11th inning.
“It gets tiring, but it’s all fun — I mean
those are my brothers out there,” junior pitcher

Jackson Saylor said about the 11-inning
matchup. “It’s for the love of the game.”
The Bisons also beat Williams Baptist
University Tuesday, Feb. 25, winning 106. Sophomore catcher Zak Whitis led for
scoring after hitting a three-run home run
in the fifth inning.
“They started off really strong, but we
were able to come back and score a couple
runs late,” Saylor said. “Our pitching was
really good that game, and that helped us
pull ahead.”
McGaha said being able to control their
emotions through the highs and lows of the
season helps the players look ahead at the
big picture: the conference tournament.
“Our work ethic, what we expect on
and off the f ield, and how we want to
represent the University is very important,”
McGaha said. “It’s a marathon, not a
sprint. You have to be able to stay focused
and understand that we are trying to get
better every day.”
The Bisons have a conference match
up this weekend against the East Central
University Tigers in Ada, Oklahoma.

On the right track

Harding athletes break school records in multi events
MADISON SCOTT
class writer
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Juniors Darcy Sanford and Matt Hipshire pose on First Security Stadium
track Feb. 25. Both athletes broke
school records at a track meet Feb.
8 in the pentathlon and heptathlon,
respectively.

SPRING
BREAK
EDITION
Do you have any plans
for Spring Break?

Juniors Matt Hipshire and Darcy Sanford
broke Harding’s records for the heptathlon
and pentathlon at the Missouri Southern
State University Multi Meet Feb. 8. Because
these events are not hosted as regularly as
other track and field events, the double
broken records come as a big win.
The heptathlon is a men’s multi event
that lasts two days, consisting of 100-meter
hurdles, high jump, shot put and 200-meter
sprint on the first day and long jump, javelin
and 800-meter run on the second day. The
women’s multi event is the pentathlon, which
has 60-meter hurdles, high jump, shot put,
long jump and 800-meter run.
Sanford broke the pentathlon record with
3,069 points last year but did not have the
opportunity to compete and break it again
until this year, so she was eager to find out
what she could accomplish.
“I love the opportunity every time I get
to do the multi to rise up and be a champion
and pull the best out of myself,” Sanford said.
This time around, Sanford surpassed her
previous record and scored 3,327 points,
breaking the record and putting her at 21st
in the nation for the pentathlon.
Similarly, Hipshire scored 4,701 points
in the heptathlon, putting him in f irst
place and breaking the previous Harding
heptathlon record of 4,539 points, set by
Matt White in 2007.
Hipshire and Sanford said track demands
a lot of hard work and dedication from

athletes, but especially from those who
compete in the multi events. It requires
them to be well-rounded athletes and to
have a wide range of skills. Assistant track
coach Jessica Withrow said they want their
athletes to be as technically strong in each
event as possible, so they usually train for
around four hours a day.
“It is just a combination of a little bit of
everything, and so it really tests you and
your athleticism,” Sanford said.
Hipshire and Sanford both said they
enjoy many aspects of track, especially the
challenge the multi events offer.
“For me it’s just kind of like my stress
release and just a way to take a step back
from the day,” Hipshire said.
Withrow said Hipshire and Sanford were
in a good spot and they scored exactly what
she thought they would, so she is hopeful
that they will succeed moving forward and
that their accomplishments will push them
toward qualifying for nationals.
“When they competed in this multi, I was
jumping up and down and just as nervous as
they were,” Withrow said. “I’m very thankful
that I still get to have those moments where
I’m still excited and pumped up even though
I’m not competing.”
Hipshire and Sanford said they are excited
to compete at their upcoming meet and see
what they are capable of achieving.
“With being so close and being ranked
nationally, I’m starting to realize more and
more that I can do this,” Sanford said. “I’m
super close to getting into nationals, so it’s
definitely pushing me to have bigger dreams
and bigger goals.”

Nathaniel Wallace

Chloe Ingersoll

Tiffany Hildebrandt

Jaden Zerby

Michael Chrisman

football

volleyball

track and field

track and field

baseball

I’m gonna
study

I’m going to
Virginia Beach
with my family

I’m going
home to
Kansas

I’m going
home

We have four
games that
week so no

Would you rather vacation to
the mountains or the beach?

Beach

Mountains

Beach

Mountains

Mountains,
specifically
in Colorado

What’s your go-to
road trip snack?

Sweet Tart
ropes

A Wawa soft
pretzel

Trail mix

I don’t really
have one

Granola
clusters

Would you rather vacation
to Disney World or
Universal Studios?

Universal
Studios

Disney World

Disney World
all the way!

Disney World

Disney World
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Nursing students serve abroad
AUDREY JACKSON
student writer
Harding nursing students
departed Feb. 8 for an intensive
one week medica l
mission trip. The
Carr College of
Nu rsing

partnered with Health Talents International,
a medical evangelism organization, to send
six senior nursing students and 10 graduate
students to Clinica Ezell in the Boca Costa
region of Guatemala. The students received
12 hours of clinical academic credits for
assisting a team of surgeons, registered nurses,
anesthesiologists and caregivers.
Working in pairs on eight-hour shifts,
the nursing students walked the floors with
patients, monitored vital signs, offered
assessments and observed surgeries.
Each student oversaw the care of
three to five patients under the
supervision of a registered
nurse.
In Guatemala,
the group was
focused
on

gynecologic and plastic surgery. Senior
Ally Davis said the surgeons performed
hysterectomies and repaired cleft lips and
prolapsed uteruses. Davis said the clinic
was more technologically advanced than she
expected but had limited resources compared
to U.S. clinics and a clinic sterilization team
so items could be reused.
“The medications are more limited down
there, while we have more options here, but
we had everything that we needed,” Davis
said. “Something that is different is you
tried to be less wasteful. I mean, whereas
some things wouldn’t be reused here, they
reuse them there.”
Senior Addison Moulton said the nursing
students sometimes had to be creative to
get patients to follow directions. She said
one of her favorite moments was when her
patients were reluctant to get up and walk
as they needed to but ended up dancing
after the students began playing music on
their phones.
“We started dancing, and the
patients got up and started
dancing with us, and we
were doing the salsa,”
Moulton said.

“They were teaching us to ballroom dance.
And so, we were dancing up and down the
ward for like literally four hours. We did
what we needed to do, and we were having
fun while we were at it.”
While traveling abroad, the nursing students
studied and watched recorded class lectures
in their free time in order to maintain their
coursework as classes continued in Searcy.
Moulton said the students returned Saturday,
Feb. 15, with a test in class the following
Monday. Despite being offered an extension,
Moulton said most of the nursing students
chose to take the exam on the scheduled day.
“We carved out little amounts of time
every day, and as many of us who could,
who weren’t working, we sat down, and we
reviewed — we watched the class videos, we
took notes,” Moulton said. “And then in the
airport, we stood around in a circle, and one
of us quizzed the whole group.”
Rick Harper, a mission director for Health
Talents International, said the organization
supports clinics abroad and partners with
Christian colleges all over the country to
fill the medical teams. Two teams will
visit Guatemala during Spring Break. One
team will take Harding nursing students
to Chichicastenango, Guatemala, to serve
with a mobile medical and dental clinic; the
other team partnered with Abilene Christian
University to send students to Clinica Ezell.
“The next trip is my favorite, because
it’s the most biblical,” Harper said.
“It’s optometry and orthopedics,
so the lame walk, and the
blind see.”
Photos courtesy
of KATIE
BUEHLER

partnered
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Photo 1: Senior Isaac Young talks patient information with a nurse at Clinica Ezell in Guatemala. Harding students volunteered at the hospital for the
second week in February.
Photo 2: The group of volunteers from Harding walks into the clinic to begin a day of work. Students had the opportunity to observe surgeries, monitor
vital signs and assist the workers there.
Photo 3: The team from Harding stands in front of the hospital. After a week in Guatemala, the team came away with valuable lessons medically and
personally.

WOMEN IN MINISTRY
WOMEN IN MINISTRY
WOMEN IN MINISTRY
WOMEN IN MINISTRY

KATELYN ALLEN
student writer
Harding is a community for students from
all over the world to come together and serve
different needs on and off campus. Students
have continued to create opportunities
for themselves and others outside of the
ministries the University provides. Men
are challenged to step out of their comfort
zones through leadership positions such as
standing on the Benson stage during chapel
to lead a prayer, song or devotional. These
opportunities provide men at Harding a
chance to face their fears, challenge their
faith and inspire their peers.
Opportunities for women look different.
Women are usually asked to lead a prayer,
song and devotional during split chapel,
which occurs at least once every semester.
Some women at Harding have felt lost when
looking for ways to step into leadership
positions, but sophomore Cassie Weaver
said she is not discouraged.
“I would say that we sometimes put a
stigma on the word ‘leadership,’” Weaver
said. “I see women leading all the time
through their presence or by the way that
they conduct themselves. I do believe that
is the biggest asset … just being really in
love with Jesus, and people will follow that
because they see Jesus in you.”
Weaver serves as a spiritual leader among
her theater group and also leads worship
during Sanctuary at Fellowship Bible Church
on Monday nights. Weaver said she felt
lost searching for leadership opportunities
when she was a new student at Harding and
began searching for guidance. She found
mentors who challenged her faith, and
Weaver has encouraged other women to
always ask questions, seek mentorship and
lead through the love of Christ every single
day. Junior Kristen Adair also encourages
women at Harding to seek leadership
through loving Christ.
“[People can] minister just by being the
best version of Christ that you can be, and

opportunities will come,” Adair said. “If you
are a good person, and you’re taking every
opportunity that you can to say what you
know will be something that is God-led,
then he will open doors for you. If you focus
on being the best person you can be, and
focus on being the best Christ-follower you
can be in all of your daily life, then God
is going to use you even though it may not
look the same for others.”
Adair is a Rock House mentor, attends
an all-women devotional and was recently
chosen as an ambassador for the Next
Gen Preacher Sea rch at Pepperd ine
University.
Adair said she has found empowerment
through ministries that have less to do
with the Benson stage and more to do with
behind-the-scenes leadership in everyday
life. She has been invited to speak at an
upcoming youth group retreat and will be
a youth intern for summer 2020.
Senior Ju lie Goddard agrees w ith
Adair about seizing opportunities to lead
in ministries.
“So often I feel like we take positions
that are an expectation of us and not
something that God has gifted us with,”
Goddard said. “I think there are a lot of
opportunities to be a volunteer and to
be involved, and by doing that, you are
a leader because you are taking that first
step into seeking out ways that you can
fulfill your kingdom role here.”
Goddard served as one of the worship
leaders for the Women’s Pursue Conference
in fa l l 2019. Godda rd sa id she feels
pressure to be a strong spiritual example
on Harding’s campus due to her role as a
Spring Sing hostess. She said she believes
her spiritual gifts involve public speaking,
worship leading and performing because
these roles seem natural to her. Goddard
encourages women to step out of their
comfort zones and do what is unexpected
through the love of Christ.
Leadership opportunities for women at
Harding are everywhere. Though they may

Photo by SADIE THORNTON

Debbie Gentry and female students meet for a devotional at the Rock
House Feb. 27, 2020. Many conferences and meetings like this one are
available to women at Harding.

Photo courtesy of KRISTEN ADAIR

Kristen Adair speaks at the Next Gen Preacher Search at Pepperdine
University Feb. 16, 2020. Adair was selected as an ambassador for the
program.
not regularly be reflected on the Benson
stage or in the classroom, they are present.
“[Women] bear and reflect the image
of the creator just as much as men do, but
in a completely different way,” Weaver
said. “So I would encourage every woman

… to walk in confidence that we bring
a different perspective and a different
insight [to] the nature of God. Walk in
confidence that we are the only ones who
reflect [a] part of him that we were made
to reflect uniquely.”
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Spring Break travel hubs

Dallas

Graphic by AVERY TILLETT

Looking at Nashville, Atlanta and Dallas for Spring Break entertainment
ABIGAIL REZENTES
student writer
Spring Break: Two words every student wants to hear.
Spring Break means just that — a break from the busy life
of a college student. Some students plan their break months
in advance, making plans to travel with friends, explore, go
on a mission trip or just go home and relax for the week.
Other students don’t give Spring Break a second thought
until the week before.
For those last-minute planners, here are a few things to
do in Dallas, Nashville and Atlanta during Spring Break.
The yearly “Dallas Blooms” is one of the biggest floral
festivals in the Southwest. Running through April 12, the
festival’s theme is “Sounds of Spring” and boasts over 100

different spring blooming flowers. If you are looking for that
perfect Spring Break Instagram picture, tickets start at $15.
For thrill seekers, the original Six Flags Over Texas is about
20 minutes outside Dallas in Arlington. With rollercoasters,
family rides and plenty of food, Six Flags will make you feel
like a little kid again. Tickets start at $42.
Centennial Olympic Park in Atlanta has it all: Originally built
for the 1996 Summer Olympic Games, this 21-acre park has
something for everyone. The Georgia Aquarium and World of
Coca-Cola are right across the street, as well as CNN Studio Tours.
The Martin Luther King Jr. National Historical Park is a
group of buildings in Atlanta that showcase the civil rights
leader’s life. King’s childhood home is included, as well as
Ebenezer Baptist Church, where King was baptized and
later pastored. Tickets are free.

Nashville, the music city itself, is home of the Country
Music Hall of Fame and Museum. This is a must-see for
country music fans and music fans in general. Ticket prices vary
depending on special events, but general admission starts at $26.
For a different experience, you can visit the Nashville Zoo.
It is home to over 2,700 animals and 365 different species.
There are guided tours and backstage passes that give every
animal lover an individualized experience. Animals are most
active in the morning, so the zoo suggests visiting as soon
as they open. Tickets start at $18 dollars.
If none of these float your boat, do not fear. There is plenty
to do wherever you are. You can always look up the nearest
museum, escape room or event, and you never know what
you might find. Spring Break is what you make it, so make
it a good one.

Leap day brings birthday celebrations
CHANTEL CEASER
student writer
It has been four years since Feb. 29 has been on our
calendars. Leap day is one many people know of but very
few know the reason we have it.
Since man’s first attempt to make a calendar that
represents the time it takes for the earth to circle the
sun, calculating the exact formula has proven difficult.
Many calendars were made modifying leap days and leap
years before 1582, when Pope Gregory XIII introduced
the Gregorian Calendar — a calendar we still use to this
day — that gives the world a formula that maximizes our
time in the year, allowing days and months to stay in step
with the seasons.
Along with the special origin of leap year, having a
birthday on Feb. 29 is unique. Freshman Joshua Wesley
said having a birthday on leap day is a special and rare
thing in which he finds enjoyment.
“It’s funny to tell people that I’m 5 or 4 and a half [years
old],” said Wesley. “They’re like, ‘What? 4 and a half?’”

Being born on a leap day means one only has their
birthday once every four years, which isn’t a bad thing
in University Communications & Marketing assistant
director Tom Buterbaugh’s opinion.
“It’s good,” Buterbaugh said. “You don’t get old.”
Because leap day babies only have birthdays every four
years, they have the freedom to celebrate it on either March
1 or Feb. 28. In junior Nora Roberts’ case, she sometimes
chooses any day of the year to be her birthday.
“Two years [ago], I had my birthday on just a random
day because I didn’t have an actual birthday that year, so
I was just like, ‘Well, who’s stopping me?’” Roberts said.
So, why should you care about this holiday? Because
with it being carefully placed every four years, you don’t
lose time. February gets to be longer, and if you are like
Roberts, Wesley or Buterbaugh, you get to stay young
forever.
Before you have to wait four more years to celebrate
leap year, take some time this Feb. 29 to enjoy the
unique day and make a joke about your friend only
being 5 years old.
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Junior Nora Roberts begins to celebrate her leap
day birthday. People who have birthdays on leap
day haven’t had a birthday for almost four years.

Resident assistants strive to impact dorm communities
RYAN GALLAGHER
student writer
Every resident assistant (RA) visited the dorm halls last
night and verified that all students were in their dorms.
Some popped their head in and saw two sleeping figures,
while others had a short conversation before moving to
the next room.
An RA satisfies various functions for the dorm, including
but not limited to: checking dorms nightly, working the
desk and representing an authoritative figure, yet they are
no different than any other student.

While the direct perks of being an R A are paid
compensation and cheaper housing, there are more benefits
that can be explored, something sophomore Stephens Hall
RA Maddy Hall wishes to emulate.
“I saw being an RA as an opportunity to minister to
freshmen girls specifically,” Hall said. “To reach out to
people that are new to this stage of life and to not only
teach them how to do it, but to learn from that and remind
yourself what it is like to be in a new place.”
Hall has had two opportunities to make an impact this
year, as she was an RA of Cathcart before later moving into
Stephens due to the remodeling of Cathcart.
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Stephens Hall RAs Heather King, Adison Wolf and Chantel Ceaser prepare for nightly curfew check.
RAs have been known to have complicated jobs, but they continue to impact their residents.

For Hall, being an RA allowed her to meet her new best friend,
who is now her roommate, after having the student in her hall.
“I quickly learned that I am a person who likes to have a
roommate, and the Lord worked very well in bringing me
and my current roommate together,” Hall said. “I am so
happy in my living situation now and wouldn’t have been
exposed to my roommate Victoria.”
To familiarize themselves with the group of students they are
responsible for, an RA can take the time and effort to meet all in
their care, something sophomore Trevor Durey took upon himself.
“I definitely tried to take time during the first few
weeks to stop in, talk to guys, figure out their names and
what their majors are, get to know them, and starting up
conversations in the hallway,” Durey said.
Freshman Jaxon Nash was inspired by his RA, Cody
Porter, during his first semester at Harding and became an
RA to perhaps impact someone like Porter impacted him.
“He would always respect us just as adults like he was, which
helped ensure none of us were doing irresponsible things in the
hall or anything like that because he respected us,” Nash said.
Nash now lives on the floor directly above his old RA and said
he loves his duties. An RA observes the different environments
their group creates. He said he enjoys seeing the different worlds
each room contains in this giant, connected community.
“I started to notice each room is a different world,” Nash
said. “You would pop your head into one room, and they’re
listening to alternative music, and you talk to them about that.
Then you pop your head in the next room, and they are watching
“The Office,” or watching something, and it is just a completely
different situation.”

